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Abstract 
This paper proposes a comparative study for the web business applications realised on the NetWeaver platform of the integrated 
system SAP(System Application Products in Data Processing). The underlying level of this platform is the application level and 
contains an ABAP (Advanced Business Application Language) server for achieving web business applications. For the 
comparative analysis, the same application was implemented in three different SAP UI technologies. The realized 
applications were tested using Business Transaction Analysis and then the results were compared. The comparison of these 
results makes possible their evaluation in terms of the response time, memory, database request time and Central Processing Unit 
time.
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1. Introduction of SAP Business Suite 
As the most popular software, SAP solutions are present in the business software on the entire world. One of the 
SAP solutions is SAP Business Suite and is based on SAP technology platform called SAP NetWeaver. SAP 
Business Suite offers users an opportunity to improve business processes efficiently and integrate business processes 
that enable them to compete more effectively in their industry. [1] Integrated enterprise applications delivered with 
SAP Business Suite enable enterprises to execute and optimize business and IT strategies. 
SAP UI framework on the top of SAP Business Suite provides the user interfaces for the SAP products belonging 
to SAP Business Suite, such as: Enterprise Resource Planning (SAP ERP), Customer Relationship Manager (CRM), 
Product Lifecycle Management (PLM), Supply Chain Management (SAP SCM). Besides these products for 
realizing web business applications, SAP recommended following UI technologies: Web Dynpro (WD) ABAP, 
Floorplan Manager (FPM) and CRM WebClient UI. 
2. SAP UI Technologies 
2.1. Web Dynpro ABAP 
s 
applications, and is an elementary component of the SAP NetWeaver platform. Web Dynpro is completely 
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integrated in the ABAP Workbench (transaction SE 80) and contains both an execution and a graphical development 
environment with special Web Dynpro tools.  
 




Figure 2. Floorplan Manager Framework 
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Web Dynpro is a client-independent programming model based on the SAP Application Server ABAP and on the 
Model View Controller (MVC) paradigm which ensures that the business logic is separated from the presentation 
logic. 
 Model forms the interface to the back end system and enables the Web Dynpro application access to data;  
 View is responsible for the representation of the data in the browser;  
 Controller lies between the view and the model. The controller formats the model data to be displayed in 
the view, processes the user entries made by the user, and returns them to the model. [2]  
A WD application is structured in Web Dynpro components. The Web Dynpro component is a reusable unit of 
code at the business process level and it is an aggregation of various controllers, views, windows, and model usages. 
As can be see in Figure 1 a WD component consists of: 
 component interface  provides the user  or other components  access to the inner workings of a 
component;  
 component usage  defines a component usage and can embed other components into a component; 
 controller  data flow and binding that are handled through the controllers; 
 view  is the visible area for the UI that contains all the view elements; 
 window  using windows, the views can be arranged in complex screen layout; 
 context  via contexts, used to do all the data processing in a WD application; 
 view element  is the smallest part of a view, and describes a visible area in the client. [3] 
To fulfil a required task, the Web Dynpro component is composed of several programs that interact with each 
other. The programming part inside WD is located in WD controllers. These, defined the global variables as 
controller attributes. Through a hierarchical context, the global data are displayed by elements on the user interface. 
So, the user input are connected to the corresponding WD controller: data binding establish an automatic data 
transport between the UI elements and the context attributes. When the user interface elements are located in 
different views, data transport can be declaratively realized, through context mapping. To the client a web page can 
be set by one view, or by a combination of multiple views in a window. 
2.2. Floorplan Manager 
The standard UI Framework for SAP Business Suite applications, based on Web Dynpro ABAP technology is 
Floorplan Manager Framework. To create Web Dynpro applications, this framework provides floorplans, UI 
Building Blocks as templates and a Configuration Editor as configuration tool. [4] Figure 2 shows the Floorplan 
Manager Framework within Business Suite. 
This framework can be used to configure web business applications based on reusable building blocks. These 
components do not have to be implemented again by an application developer, but can be reused by leveraging the 
framework provided by the Floorplan Manager. In this way, using the Floorplan Manager decreases the amount of 
coding and implementation effort, reducing the cost of development [5].  
Floorplan Manager Framework provides UI-Building-Blocks (UIBBs) as design templates. These UIBBs are 
realized as Web Dynpro components and include Freestyle UIBBs and Generic UIBBs (GUIBBs). With Freestyle 
UIBBs the users can create the layout in freestyles and GUIBBs are UIBBs with standard predefined layouts.  
GUIBBs are centrally provided UIBBs, where the Web Dynpro applications only need to define the business logic 
as field catalog and input parameter in flat structure. 
FPM Framework and the Web Dynpro application components, which include Generic UIBBs, communicate via 
FPM Interfaces during the floorplan event loop. The floorplan event loop comprises a sequence of predefined 
methods belonged to a class, named feeder class. These class starts when the floorplan is instantiated at runtime. At 
the same time, feeder classes supply the specific information for the UIBBs within the WD applications by 
implementing the FPM Interface together with the predefined methods at runtime. 
The communication between the WD applications and the Generic UIBBs within feeder classes include [6]:  
 Web Dynpro application definition: for example, data definition, structure or table definitions and the 
technical aspects;  
 Possible default layout information and the corresponding field dependencies;  
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 The action definition based on metadata from Business logic;  
 The action or event handling and data is forwarding to the underlying application model.  
When the end user triggers a Web Dynpro application, the WD runtime starts and checks whether there are 
floorplan components. If it finds, then go into the floorplans with the UIBBs or Generic UIBBs. All the predefined 
methods are triggered during the sequence of floorplan event loop. After the floorplan event loop, the phase turns 
back to the Web Dynpro application. The Floorplan Manager can adopts many Web Dynpro enhancements and 
accelerate the innovation for the end user. 
2.3. CRM WebClient UI 
Like Web Dynpro ABAP and Floorplan Manager, the WebClient UI belongs to the Business Suite platform and 
is a framework for developing CRM applications. CRM is a business strategy witch intends to optimize customer 
interaction in order to maximize the success of the business. The UI technology from CRM is not based on Web 
Dynpro, but is based on Business Server Pages (BSP) technology, which is a combination of ABAP code and BSP 
extensions. These extensions consist of HTMLB (Hypertext Mark-up Language Business) tags, more complex than 
the conventional HTML (Hypertext Markup Language) tags. The BSP technology is a set of pages that represent a 
UI and contain server-side scripting code. Through the BSP existing SAP logic is directly used in Web applications. 
[7]  
Architecturally, CRM WebClient UI framework is divided into three main layers, see Figure 3  Database 
Layer or Business Engine, Business Layer and Presentation Layer. The Database Layer contains Netweaver 
components, database storage and implemented configuration of SAP CRM. The Presentation Layer is responsible 
for displaying content to the user and the Business Layer handles the mapping and distribution of data from the 
database to the front end presentation. 
 
  
Figure 3. CRM WebClient UI Architecture 
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Figure 4. Presentation Layer 
 
This Layer consists of two components: BOL (Business Object Layer) and GenIl (Generic Interaction Layer). In the 
BOL data are changed in the user interface and then transferred to the GenIl where contains mapping components to 
communicate with the existing APIs. The GenIL Component is a class that acts as a link between the existing CRM 
Business Logic and the UI Framework.  
The Presentation Layer, responsible with the visual part of the application, consists of the web pages that are 
performed at runtime, based on BSP extensions and classes that contain the navigation logic. This level is divided 
into three levels, known as MVC, see Figure 4. The Model contains information about the range of used data 
structures, known as a context. In the Business Layer, the context data is mapped to be understood by the database 
and GenIl will make the connection with the database. The View contains an HTML file and is responsible for 
displaying the business objects data and for defining the layout for each page. Through the view is defined the 
design of the page: buttons, tables, fields and labels, which will be displayed for each context. This is the most 
frequently customized WebClient UI part. The business users can easily make changes on the UI with the UI 
Configuration Tool, and no programming skills are required. [8]  
3. Experimental results using Business Transaction Analysis 
The SAP NetWeaver platform includes a comprehensive monitoring system, accessible with the STAD 
transaction. The Business Transactions Analysis (STAD), calculates the system resource usage of the individual 
transactions for the ABAP systems, and provides a detailed analysis of a transaction and the dialog steps. The 
selection criteria include: user, transaction, program, task type, start date and start time. [3] Using the application 
statistics we can analyze resource consumption in detail. The system collects statistics for a dialog step, and this can 
be completely analysed. Response Time, CPU Time, Database request Time are measured and recorded in 
milliseconds and Memory is recorded in kB. 
The web business application implemented in WD ABAP, FPM and CRM WebClient UI, consists of an interface 
for searching and displaying, see Figure 5. The data model is based on the related tables BUT000 (general data), 
BUT020 (addresses) and ADRC (business address services) of the SAP system, tables which contain 9973 records. 
The measurements are performed for a dialog step that involved a search,  
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Application implementation using WD ABAP technology is based on a single web component with a specialised 
interface that contains view UI elements for search (input field) and display (table). The method for searching and 
displaying are implemented in Component Controller when the user presses the search button. Using FPM 
technology, the web component is achieved by taking a generic design template named Business Partner Query. 
This is specialised for displaying a search query and is implemented using the Web Dynpro component 
FPM_SEARCH_UIBB. The search logic is implemented through the PROCESS_EVENT method from the 
IF_FPM_GUIBB_SEARCH interface. With CRM WebClient UI technology, the web application is based on a 
single Business Server Page component, BP_HEAD_SEARCH. This page consists of a search criteria area and a 
search result list. Our component will inherit all the functionality of the BP_HEAD_SEARCH component, including 
the implementation part. The value for the search parameter COUNTRY is taken from the application interface and 
processed in the EH_ONSEARCH method.  All values from measurements are transposed in Table 1. 
              Table 1. Business Transaction Analysis measurements  
 
SAP UI  
technologies                      
 













Web Dynpro ABAP 396 178 264 8345 
Floorplan Manager 507 266 301 12437 
CRM WebClient UI 2585 1944 1005 65648 
                
Figure 6.  STAD Time Parameters     Figure 7. STAD Memory Parameter  
 
From the STAD measurements, we can see for a dialog step (search and display data), that the greatest values are 
obtained for the CRM WebClient UI application and the lowest values for WD ABAP application. (Figure 6 and 7). 
This is because the web component realized through the WD ABAP technology, not contains complex UI view 
elements, like UIBBs that cause belatledy.  
The values based on measurements, was done on reference hardware for NetWeaver 7.20 (2.4 GHz single core 
CPU, 1GB Memory, Windows XP SP2, Internet Explorer 6) which reflects the standard equipment used at many 
customer sites. 
4.  Conclusion 
Implementing the web business application through the three SAP UI technologies, and measuring the parameters 
of system with transaction STAD for each application at the same dialog step, we can evaluate these UI 
technologies.  
In terms of implementation of applications, we can say that the applications performed through the FPM and 
CRM WebClient UI technologies can be achieved in a much shorter time, due to existing UIBBs components, so it 
would be accepted by many software developers. But, these components, causing values of response time, CPU time 
and database request time, much higher, which means disadvantage to the customer. Implementing the web 
 
   Figure 5.  Web business application 
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application through the WD ABAP technology, development time could be longer, but the time for reception of data 
by the client, is reduced considerably. 
The benefit of this paper is that it is focused on an area that today is very agreed: the web business software 
development. 
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